Multicast Security WG (msec)
Agenda

• Administrivia (5 minutes)
  – Scribes (Meeting Minutes & Jabber)
  – Blue Sheets
• Document Status (5 minutes)
• The Group Domain of Interpretation – Brian Weis (20 minutes)
• Multicast Router Key Management Protocol (MRKMP)
  -- Sam Hartman & Dacheng Zhan (20 minutes)
WG Document Status

- **Active Drafts:**
  - draft-ietf-msec-ipsec-group-counter-modes-06
    Status: *In RFC Editor’s queue*
  - draft-ietf-msec-gdoi-update-07
    Status: *New version posted following WG last call addressing additional comments.*
Related Document Status

- Related RFCs
  - RFC 5748: IANA Registry Update for Support of the SEED Cipher Algorithm in Multimedia Internet KEYing (MIKEY)

- Related Drafts
  - draft-mattsson-mikey-ticket-05
    Status: In RFC Editor queue.
  - draft-yeung-g-ikev2-01
    Status: Authors requested acceptance to MSEC WG. Need to discuss on the WG mailing list.
  - draft-kamarthy-gdoi-mib-00
    Status: Authors requested acceptance to MSEC WG. Need to discuss on the WG mailing list.
  - draft-weis-gdoi-mac-tek-01
    Status: Waiting to see if needed (e.g., due to KARP WG work items).